Comparative mapping of Xp22 genes in hominoids--evolutionary linear instability of their Y homologues.
Several genes located within or proximal to the human PAR in Xp22 have homologues on the Y chromosome and escape, or partly escape, inactivation. To study the evolution of Xp22 genes and their Y homologues, we applied multicolour fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to comparatively map DNA probes for the genes ANT3, XG, ARSD, ARSE (CDPX), PRK, STS, KAL and AMEL to prometaphase chromosomes of the human species and hominoid apes. We demonstrate that the genes residing proximal to the PAR have a highly conserved order on the higher primate X chromosomes but show considerable rearrangements on the Y chromosomes of hominoids. These rearrangements cannot be traced back to a simple model involving only a single or a few evolutionary events. The linear instability of the Y chromosomes gives some insight into the evolutionary isolation of large parts of the Y chromosomes and thus might reflect the isolated evolutionary history of the primate species over millions of years.